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Abstract
We present a photon splatting technique which reduces noise and blur in the rendering of caustics. Blurring of
illumination edges is an inherent problem in photon splatting, as each photon is unaware of its neighbors when
being splatted. This means that the splat size is usually based on heuristics rather than knowledge of the local flux
density. We use photon differentials to determine the size and shape of the splats such that we achieve adaptive
anisotropic flux density estimation in photon splatting. As compared to previous work that uses photon differentials,
we present the first method where no photons or beams or differentials need to be stored in a map. We also present
improvements in the theory of photon differentials, which give more accurate results and a faster implementation.
Our technique has good potential for GPU acceleration, and we limit the number of parameters requiring user
adjustment to an overall smoothing parameter and the number of photons to be traced.
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1. Introduction

Caustic illumination is common in both man-made and nat-

ural environments. It is light that goes from a light source

through one or more specular reflections or refractions be-

fore reaching a diffuse surface which is observed by the eye

(LS+DS∗E, in light transport notation [Hec90]). Thus it is,

for example, light coming through a window or sunlight fo-

cused by the water ripples at a shallow beach. A particular

challenge in rendering caustic illumination is that it often has

both very soft and very sharp (focused) features. If we shine

light at a gold ring, the light reflected from the front of the

ring is soft, whereas the light enveloped by reflection on the

inside has a sharp cardioid border (see Figure 1).

In path tracing [Kaj86], caustics are prone to high-

frequency noise as they often consist of high-intensity light

taking a low-probability path. It is therefore common to use a

biased technique such as photon mapping [Jen01] to render
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caustics. Photon mapping relies on flux density estimation

to reconstruct the illumination in a scene from a sparse sam-

pling of light paths. The reconstruction introduces a trade-off

between low-frequency noise and blurring effects; variance

versus bias. With this trade-off, it is very difficult to get both

sharp and soft illumination features at the same time, unless

we trace a very large number of photons.

Photon differentials [SFES07] were introduced to im-

prove the trade-off in the density estimation such that we di-

minish both noise and blur with the same number of photons.

However, emitting, tracing, and storing differentials along-

side the photons, as well as the density estimation that uses

the photon differentials, all add computational costs to the

standard photon mapping algorithm. To improve the render-

ing quality that we can obtain from using photon differen-

tials, and to lower the additional costs, we present

- more accurate emission of photon differentials,

- a splatting method where elliptic splats adapt to the struc-

ture in the illumination without a need to store photons or

beams or differentials in a map, and

- faster anisotropic flux density estimation.
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n = 8.0 ·103 n = 7.3 ·103 n = 5.2 ·103

RMSE=0.0694, SSIM=0.8540 RMSE=0.0441, SSIM=0.8881 RMSE=0.0318, SSIM=0.8992 Reference (20 hours)

photon splatting [LP03] photon ray splatting [HHK∗07] our method path tracing [Kaj86]

Figure 1: The classic gold ring that generates a cardioid caustic. Final renderings are in the top row. Renderings with caustic
illumination only are in the bottom row. In the first three columns, the images were rendered in equal time with only 3.3 seconds
for the caustics, and n is the number of caustic photons processed within this time budget. We report root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) and structural similarity indices (SSIM) as compared to the path-traced reference (rightmost column). RMSE mea-
surements refer to both rows, SSIM measurements refer to the bottom row only. The photon splatting implementation [LP03]
uses fixed bandwidth and GPU rasterization for the splatting. The renderings illustrate that the density estimation in existing
splatting techniques is more suitable for diffuse interreflections than for caustics.

2. Related Work

Methods for rendering caustics have mostly developed in

two directions: (1) toward faster methods that come at the

cost of excluding some light paths or not accounting for in-

direct shadows [RDGK12, Sec. 4.4]; (2) toward more time-

consuming but consistent algorithms that progressively add

in results from more photons [HOJ08,HJ09,KZ11, JNT∗11,

SJ13, KD13]. The method we present falls in-between these

two categories. We include the same light paths as in the

caustics part of photon mapping, while we seek to improve

render quality using the same number of photons. There is

a small family of existing methods with this profile [Mys97,

Sch03,HHK∗07,SFES07,SOS08,SJ09]. With the exception

of photon ray splatting [HHK∗07], all these methods require

a data structure for storing photons. We trade the photon map

for a map of eye path vertices. The map of eye path ver-

tices was also used in photon ray splatting [HHK∗07] and in

progressive photon mapping [HOJ08], but both these meth-

ods retain a photon (ray) map for algorithmic purposes. We

achieve some advantages from not using a photon map. As

in the progressive techniques, there is no limit to the num-

ber of photons that we can trace. In addition, we have lower

memory requirements and we save the time it takes to build

the map.

Photon splatting [SB97, LP03] was introduced as a tech-

nique to speed up density estimation using rasterization.

This technique is problematic if caustics are observed via

specular surfaces (light paths LS+DS+E). The problem is

that reflections and refractions see radiance from a differ-

ent position in the scene than the position of the specular

object itself. Thus, as the rasterized splats only contribute

to the pixels they cover, reflected/refracted caustics remain

absent (this problem appears in the leftmost column of Fig-

ure 1 and in similar renderings in references on photon splat-

ting [LP03,ML09,YWC∗10]). The splatting method of Her-

zog et al. [HHK∗07] solves this problem. As they use a map

of eye path vertices, they splat to both directly visible posi-

tions in a scene and positions seen via one or more interac-

tions with specular surfaces. Since we also use this eye path

map, we include all light paths in caustic illumination.

While photon splatting is faster than standard photon

mapping, the main problem is to find an appropriate splat

size (bandwidth). Various heuristics have been employed

in order to adapt the splat size to the illumination so that

sharp features are not blurred out [LP03, HHK∗07, WD08,

Wym08]. These heuristics have been applied with some suc-

cess, but they rarely achieve a better bias-variance trade-off

than what we get with standard photon mapping. We use
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photon differentials to adapt both the size and the shape

of the splats to the structure of the light after it has inter-

acted with specular surfaces. This means that we trace pho-

ton beams that change shape and size as they travel through

a scene according to the concept of ray differentials [Ige99].

The result is a method for rendering caustics that offers im-

proved density estimation while it also retains the speed of

the splatting approach.

Figure 1 exemplifies the density estimation in two of

the existing photon splatting methods [LP03, HHK∗07]. In

comparison to our anisotropic density estimation (Figure 1,

third column), these splatting methods require a significantly

larger number of caustic photons to render caustics of de-

cent quality. The advantage of photon splatting [LP03] is ras-

terization based density estimation which enables real-time

fly-through visualizations. However, when rendering a sin-

gle image, the performance improvement is small. When the

eye path map is introduced [HHK∗07], we obtain reflected

and refracted caustics at the cost of view-dependency. To es-

timate the single image performance differences, compare

the reported number of caustic photons n processed in equal

time with the different methods.

Photon differentials were combined with path probability

density by Fabianowski and Dingliana [FD09]. This makes

photon differentials useful for full global illumination in-

stead of caustic illumination only. In comparison to our

method, Fabianowski and Dingliana [FD09] only work with

point lights and they do not take a splatting approach. In-

stead of splatting, they replace the traditional kd tree with

a bounding volume hierarchy, and they achieve interactive

frame rates for two light bounces by GPU acceleration. The

idea of using path probability density to control the length

of the differential vectors was introduced by Suykens and

Willems [SW01]. Their technique is called path differentials,

and it was the first decoupling of ray differentials from the

image space uv-coordinates. This decoupling is necessary to

emit and trace photon differentials accurately from arbitrary

light sources instead of a point (see Section 3).

Photon differentials have also been used for volumetric

photon mapping [Sch09, JNSJ11, JNT∗11]. In this setup,

Jarosz et al. [JNSJ11] describe emission of photon differ-

entials from arbitrary light sources. However, they overlook

that the initial photon position and direction are not sam-

pled using the same local uv-coordinates. Decoupling is nec-

essary in the same way as for path differentials. Jarosz et

al. [JNT∗11] describe how to employ photon differentials

in progressive photon mapping. This means that they can

progressively shrink the photon footprints. However, it also

means that they must retain the photon (beam) map. They

also describe a number of implementation speed-ups such

as splatting of directly visible photon beams using rasteri-

zation. These speed-ups can also be used to accelerate our

method.

n = 5.0 ·103 n = 1.5 ·103

RMSE=0.0439, SSIM=0.8687 RMSE=0.0410, SSIM=0.8757

photon mapping [Jen96] photon differentials [SFES07]

Figure 2: Gold rings rendered in equal time with 3.3 sec-
onds for the caustics. We report RMSE and SSIM as in Fig-
ure 1 (same reference). As revealed by the n values in this
figure and in Figure 1, the processing overhead of the orig-
inal photon differentials technique [SFES07] is significantly
reduced in the technique presented here.

2.1. Bandwidth Selection and Kernel Anisotropy

As mentioned above, it is a challenge to select bandwidth.

In a photon splatting context, the splat size is the band-

width. In standard photon mapping [Jen96], the distance to

the kth nearest neighbor (kNN) in the photon map is the

bandwidth unless we also range-restrict our nearest neighbor

look-ups. This kNN adaptive bandwidth selection improves

the bias-variance trade-off (compare the leftmost columns

of Figures 1 and 2). When the photon map is available,

there are many ways to further improve the bias-variance

trade-off. This is usually done by locally investigating dif-

ferences in estimated radiance based on the nearest neigh-

bors in the photon map. Even the first presentation of pho-

ton mapping [JC95] includes a bias-reducing method called

differential checking. In this method, k is adaptive so that a

smaller number of neighbors is used if a large difference is

detected in the radiance estimate for smaller k. Similar work

exists [Mys97, Sch03] where the bandwidth selection based

on the nearest neighbors is more advanced. Recently, it has

been shown that an asymptotically optimal bandwidth can

be computed in progressive photon mapping by estimating

the Laplacian of the radiance in the photon map [KD13].

Another way to improve the bias-variance trade-off is to

adaptively choose an anisotropic kernel shape (not band-

width) using the gradient of the radiance in the photon

c© 2014 The Authors
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map. This approach is called diffusion-based photon map-

ping [SOS08]. The radiance gradient is estimated by a look-

up into the photon map for every photon. This is quite expen-

sive and it introduces two more parameters to tweak (max-

imum search radius and maximum number of photons in

the gradient estimate) in addition to a diffusivity coefficient

which is used to control the anisotropy in this method.

Since we choose to abandon the photon map, we can-

not use an estimate of radiance or of the radiance gradient

or Laplacian to choose splat size and shape. Our splatting

method is thus incompatible with these techniques for im-

proved density estimation. As we shall see in the following

section, the key insight, which enables us to efficiently se-

lect bandwidth and kernel anisotropy without radiance esti-

mation, is the relation between radiance and scene geometry.

Light is emitted from an area in a solid angle and radiance

is flux per projected area per solid angle. This means that

changes in local radiance to some extent follow changes in

first derivatives of light ray positions taken with respect to

local geometric coordinates.

3. Theory

As in standard photon mapping [Jen96], we emit photons

from the light sources and trace them through the scene us-

ing a path tracing approach. In photon mapping, photons

that reach a non-specular surface are stored in a spatial data

structure. Subsequently, the stored photons are used for illu-

mination reconstruction by kernel density estimation. In our

splatting approach, the photons need not be stored. Instead,

they are splatted so that they contribute directly to all pixels

that observe the surface area covered by the splat (via light

paths DS*E).

To describe our contributions, we must reconsider the the-

ory of photon differentials. In previous work, an emitted

photon has been treated as if it were fully described by one

set of local uv-coordinates. This is not true in general for

arbitrary light sources. In the following, we show that it is

possible to handle photon differentials from arbitrary light

sources in the same way as ray differentials. However, for

this approach to be accurate, the initial differential vectors

must have specific directions. We also describe the splatting

of photon differentials without mapping and provide an effi-

cient method for splatting photons with elliptic footprints.

3.1. Emitting Photon Differentials

When photons are emitted from an arbitrary light source,

the sampling of the photon origin x(u,v) and the sampling

of the photon direction�ω(θ,φ) can be entirely unrelated. Let

us model a photon ray by the parametrization of a straight

line r(t) = x + t�ω with t ∈ [0,∞). If we let t′ denote the

distance to the first point along a ray where it intersects the

scene geometry, we have that

r(t′) �→ r(u,v;θ,φ) = x(u,v)+ t′(u,v;θ,φ)�ω(θ,φ) , (1)

x
xuD

xvD x´= r(t´)

x´v´D

ω

φD ω θD ω

x´u´D

Figure 3: Illustration of photon differentials and the mean-
ing of the positional and directional differential vectors. This
illustration has appeared before [Fri12b], but the conditions
necessary for Dθ�ω to only influence Dux and for Dφ�ω to only
influence Dvx have not previously been published.

where u and v parameterize the light source surface and θ
and φ parameterize the emission solid angle (see Figure 3).

Suykens and Willems [SW01] describe how to combine dif-

ferentials taken with respect to different local coordinates.

This is done by estimating the Minkowski sum (⊕) of all

the differential vectors. Thus, the emitted photon beam is in

principle a zonohedron with an octagon footprint.

The positional differential vectors Dux and Dvx start out

as an orthogonal uv-basis of the surface tangent plane at x;

the directional differential vectors Dθ�ω and Dφ�ω start out as

an orthogonal θφ-basis of the plane perpendicular to �ω. We

find these directions using the surface normal�n at x and the

direction of emission �ω. Since we can choose the uv- and

the θφ-bases arbitrarily in their respective planes, we choose

them such that the u- and θ-directions are identical and the

v- and φ-directions become identical after transfer to the first

intersection point. This is done using the intersection of the

uv-plane with the θφ-plane:

Dux
|Dux| =

Dθ�ω
|Dθ�ω|

=
�n×�ω
|�n×�ω| , (2)

Dvx
|Dvx| =

Dux
|Dux| ×�n ,

Dφ�ω
|Dφ�ω| =

Dθ�ω
|Dθ�ω|

×�ω , (3)

which works as long as the planes are not parallel. In the spe-

cial case where the direction of emission is (almost) in the

normal direction (�ω ≈�n), or if the source has no normal, we

use a method for building an orthonormal basis from a three-

dimensional vector [Fri12a, for example]. In this way, the

positional and directional vectors are always pairwise par-

allel after projection onto the tangent plane of the receiving

surface at x′ = r(t′), see Appendix A. The Minkowski sum

now gives a parallelogram footprint.

As we would like to splat an elliptic kernel for every pho-

ton, we refer to the maximum-area ellipse inscribed in the

parallelogram as the photon footprint, see Figure 4. We place

c© 2014 The Authors
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x

ray footprint

Ar

vD x

uD x x

vD x

photon footprint

ApuD x

Figure 4: The difference between ray and photon footprints
(appeared before [Fri12b] but included for completeness).

this ellipse such that its center is the photon position x. The

ellipse’s semi-axes are then the column vectors in 1
2 Dx and

the area of the photon footprint is

Ap =
π
4

Ar =
π
4
|Dux×Dvx| , (4)

where Ar is the area of the corresponding ray footprint. By

analogy, the photon solid angle is

ωp =
π
4
|Dθ�ω×Dφ�ω| .

For completeness, we describe how to set sensible initial

lengths for the emitted differential vectors. A light source

emits photons from points across an area Ae and in direc-

tions within a solid angle ωe. Let us set the sum of the initial

photon footprint areas as s2Ae, where s is a smoothing pa-

rameter discussed later. Since the positional differential vec-

tors are initially orthogonal, their lengths would then be

|Dux|= |Dvx|= 2s

√
Ae

πNe
, (5)

where Ne is the number of photons emitted from the source.

As a consequence, the initial positional differential vectors

of a point light are zero vectors. The zero vectors are not re-

ally a basis, but the directional differential vectors will turn

them into a basis at any distance from the point. This is sim-

ilar to the fact that a point light cannot emit radiance, since

it has no area. So it has intensity and we can measure the ra-

diance due to the point light at any distance from the source.

The elliptic area spanned by the directional differential

vectors corresponds to a solid angle. It is the photon foot-

print area that a photon would attain if emitted from a point

source to the surrounding unit sphere, just as a solid angle

is measured by the area on the unit sphere which the solid

angle intercepts. Thus, we can set the sum of initial photon

solid angles to s2ωe. Since the directional differential vec-

tors are initially orthogonal, their lengths would then be

|Dθ�ω|= |Dφ�ω|= 2s
√

ωe

πNe
. (6)

In analogy with the point source, we here have the special

case of collimated/directional light where the directional dif-

ferential vectors are initially zero vectors.

3.2. Tracing Photon Differentials

Once a photon has been emitted with its associated differ-

ential, it is traced to the nearest surface intersection point

x′ = r(t′), and the photon differential is transferred to this

point by computing Dx′. Since we ensure that our differen-

tial vectors are pairwise parallel, we have

Dx′ =
[
Du′x′ Dv′x′

]
=
[
(Du +Dθ)x′ (Dv +Dφ)x′

]
. (7)

To find the transferred positional differential vectors, we take

the partial derivatives of the ray parametrization (1).

We let�n ′ denote the surface normal at x′. In the first-order

approximation, any offset of the intersection point must stay

in the tangent plane. Thus, if (�n ′,d) are the coefficients that

define the tangent plane, we have

�n ′·x′+d =�n ′· (x+ t′�ω)+d = 0 ⇒ t′ =−�n ′·x+d
�n ′·�ω .

With this expression for t′ in terms of the parameters x(u,v)
and �ω(θ,φ), the transferred differential vectors become

Dux′ = Dux+Dut′�ω = Dux−�n ′·Dux
�n ′·�ω �ω (8)

Dθx′ = t′Dθ�ω+Dθt′�ω = t′
(

Dθ�ω−�n ′·Dθ�ω
�n ′·�ω �ω

)
, (9)

where Dvx′ is found by substituting the subscript u with v,

and Dφx′ is found by substituting θ with φ. The operator

sums Du +Dθ and Dv +Dφ result in precisely the same for-

mula for transfer of photon differentials as the one presented

by Igehy [Ige99] for transfer of ray differentials. We empha-

size that this relation (7) is only true as long as we choose

the directions of our initial differential vectors as in Equa-

tions 2–3. Otherwise, we would need the method of Suykens

and Willems [SW01] to construct a pair of differential vec-

tors that approximate the octagonal footprint.

Since we are only working with caustic illumination, ev-

ery photon-surface interaction will be either reflection or re-

fraction. The path is terminated once a non-specular surface

is reached. Thus, photon differentials (for caustic illumina-

tion) can be traced in the same way as the ray differentials

described by Igehy [Ige99]. This means that the positional

differential vectors change after each transfer to a new sur-

face and that the directional differential vectors change after

each reflection/refraction.

3.3. Splatting Photon Differentials

A photon carries radiant flux Φp, but, since we also trace its

differential, we can obtain the irradiance that it contributes

Ep = Φp/Ap ,

where Ap is the photon footprint area (4) after the positional

differential vectors have been modified by transfers along

the photon path.

Using a normalized kernel, we get the reflected radiance

at a surface position x in the direction �ω by [SFES07]

Lr(x,�ω)≈
k

∑
p=1

πK(|Mp(x−xp)|) fr(x,−�ωp,�ω)Ep , (10)

c© 2014 The Authors
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where k is the number of photons in the estimate, fr is the

bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF), and

Mp is a matrix that performs a change of basis to a filter

space, where the photon footprint is a unit circle. In filter

space, we can use any of the standard kernels that apply

to a unit circle. Different options are available from Silver-

man [Sil86]. We prefer Silverman’s second-order kernel

K(x) =
{

3
π (1− x2)2 for x < 1

0 otherwise ,
(11)

as it has compact support and continuous derivative.

If we adapt the kernel as in standard photon mapping, Mp
is simply 1

h I for all p. Here h is the the distance to the kth

nearest neighbor (the bandwidth) and I is the 3× 3 identity

matrix. If we instead use the photon footprint for photon p,

we get a 2×3 transformation matrix from the positional dif-

ferential vectors as follows:

Mp =
2

Duxp · (Dvxp ×�np)

[
Dvxp ×�np
�np ×Duxp

]
. (12)

This equation for Mp is an efficient way of computing the

top two rows of the inverse of a change-of-basis matrix with

the footprint semi-axes and�np as columns. We have a singu-

larity if the footprint has collapsed (zero area). This seems

to be a rare event, so we discard the photon. It would be

more accurate to store such photons and deal with them in a

postprocess using a method such as bidirectional path trac-

ing [Vea97].

In a photon mapping approach augmented by photon dif-

ferentials, we would use Equations 10–12 directly. Splatting

is a different way of evaluating the same equations. Instead

of looping over all eye path vertices and gathering the con-

tribution of the neighboring photons, we loop over all the

photons and distribute their contributions to the neighboring

eye path vertices. The end result is the same.

A photon is splatted if it reaches a non-specular surface af-

ter interacting with one or more specular surfaces. Splatting

is done by a look-up into an eye path map (a kd tree of eye

path vertices). The eye path map is constructed using a path

tracing approach before photon emission starts. For each eye

path vertex, we store hit position x, ray direction �ω, BRDF

index, importance (color weight), and pixel index. With this

information, we can progressively add the reflected radiance

due to a single photon (a term in the sum in Equation 10)

directly to the pixels that the photon footprint covers.

For each splat, we need to find all eye path vertices cov-

ered by the elliptic photon footprint. Using a range-restricted

nearest-neighbor search, the maximum distance to look for

eye path vertices is the major radius of the photon footprint:

rmax =
1

2
max(|Duxp|, |Dvxp|) .

Eye path vertices outside the ellipse are discarded by a sim-

ple check in filter space (discard if |Mp(x−xp)| ≥ 1). This is

much more efficient than the mapping approach [SFES07],

where the longest major radius of all the footprints in the

entire photon map should be used as range restriction.

The idea to use only a 2× 3 matrix for Mp and the effi-

cient formula (12) for getting this matrix is new compared

to previous work. This approach gives a good speed-up (see

Section 4.2) as we would otherwise need to take the inverse

of a 3× 3 matrix for every splatted photon. Using only the

top two rows, we assume, as in standard photon mapping,

that the surface is locally flat. In some cases, in the vicinity

of sharp corners, for example, the assumption that the sur-

face is locally flat is objectionable and results in topological

bias. We can reduce this type of bias by checking the dis-

tance to the photon intersection point in the normal direction

|�np · (x− xp)|. If this distance is above some threshold, we

discard the contribution from the photon. Alternatively, we

could insert a�np as the third row in Mp, where a is a thresh-

old, and we would have an ellipsoidal anisotropic kernel that

reduces topological bias of this kind.

The overall size of the photon footprints corresponds to

the bandwidth in the radiance estimate (10). Larger foot-

prints reduce noise but promote bias, whereas smaller foot-

prints have the opposite effect. We control the overall foot-

print size, and thus the trade-off between variance and bias,

using a smoothing parameter s (see Equations 5 and 6). Since

the kernels are normalized, the energy in the scene does not

change when the footprint size is changed (with the excep-

tion that larger footprints could lead to an increasing loss of

energy due to boundary bias). Like the number of nearest

neighbors k in standard photon mapping, the smoothing pa-

rameter s is determined empirically. Values in the range from

s = 5 to s = 40 worked well in most of our test cases.

4. Results

In addition to our new technique for rendering caustics, we

have implemented several existing techniques. Our purpose

is to find the technique which achieves the best rendering

quality in equal time. We provide comparisons to the ex-

tent that we find it necessary to reach conclusions toward

this end. We can quickly establish that the other splatting

techniques [LP03, HHK∗07] cannot provide similar qual-

ity in equal time (Figure 1). With photon differential map-

ping [SFES07], we can obtain quality similar to what we get

with the splatting technique presented here, but it is always

slower (Figures 1, 2, and 10, consult the number of photons

n processed in equal time).

Diffusion-based photon mapping [SOS08] is inferior to

photon differential mapping [Sch09]. We validate in Sec-

tion 4.1 that it is also inferior to our new splatting technique.

This leaves standard photon mapping [Jen96] as the more

serious competitor, so standard photon mapping is included

in all comparisons. Finally, we provide a rendering which is

similar to what you can get with progressive photon mapping

(Figure 13). The image can be compared visually to a similar

c© 2014 The Authors
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Refraction Reflection

Photon distribution

Rendered reference images

Figure 5: Two case studies: a sinusoidally shaped water
wave illuminated from above by collimated light (left col-
umn) and a clipped metal ring illuminated by collimated
light (right column).

rendering in the original paper on progressive photon map-

ping [HOJ08, Figure 7]. We get a similar result using two

orders of magnitude fewer photons.

4.1. Simplistic Scenes

To validate our approach (photon differential splatting), we

reproduce the simplistic case studies of Schjøth [Sch09] and

compare them with standard photon mapping [Jen96] and

diffusion-based photon mapping [SOS08]. The case studies

are two simplistic scenes that produce caustics by reflection

and refraction, respectively. In the case study scenes, which

are illustrated in Figure 5, the camera has been placed so that

it solely captures the caustic. The visualization of the pho-

ton distribution is point rendering of 10,000 caustic photons,

whereas the reference images were rendered using standard

photon mapping with 10 million photons in the map.

We estimate the quality of the renderings using two dif-

ferent objective image quality metrics, namely root-mean-

squared error (RMSE) and the structural similarity index

(SSIM, [WBSS04]). The former is a widely used, generic

mathematical metric, the latter is based on a model of the

human visual system. SSIM measures the similarity between

two images with respect to contrast, luminance, and struc-

ture. An index of 1 means that the two images are identical,

while an index of 0 means that the images have no similarity.

The best settings for a rendering algorithm are different

for different image quality metrics. Using 20,000 caustic

photons for the refraction case, and measuring quality as

compared to the reference image, we systematically tune the

rendering parameters and find different optimal bandwidths

for each of the three rendering algorithms that we are com-

paring. This is illustrated in Figure 6. Renderings of this
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Figure 6: Curves plotting bandwidth against RMSE and
SSIM. The measured images are renderings of the refrac-
tion case using 20,000 caustic photons. The black curves
and black horizontal axes are for standard photon mapping
(SPM), the red ones are for diffusion-based photon mapping
(DBPM), and the blue ones are for photon differential splat-
ting (PDS). Note that the relative placement of the curves
along the horizontal axes is not important as each algorithm
uses a different quantity on this axis.

Method RMSE-optimal bandwidth SSIM-optimal bandwidth

SPM

(a) RMSE = 0.0682 (b) SSIM = 0.8821

DBPM

(c) RMSE = 0.0418 (d) SSIM = 0.9234

PDS

(e) RMSE = 0.0370 (f) SSIM = 0.9348

Figure 7: The refraction case study using 20,000 caus-
tic photons. Images were rendered at RMSE-optimal band-
widths (left column) and SSIM-optimal bandwidths (right
column) using standard photon mapping (SPM, a–b),
diffusion-based photon mapping (DBPM, c–d), and photon
differential splatting (PDS, e–f).

case using the optimal bandwidths (the × marks in Figure 6)

are in Figure 7. The RMSE-optimal images (a,c,e) contain

clearly visible noise, indicating that RMSE favors noise over

bias to a higher degree than SSIM.

According to the objective quality metrics, photon differ-

ential splatting clearly provides better render quality using

the same number of photons. This is true in the refraction

case study scene and in all other scenes we have tested. The

next step is to find out how many caustic photons we need

to get comparable rendering quality using the other meth-

ods. The images in Figure 8 were found by increasing the

number of photons until the image quality measure for the

optimal bandwidth was approximately the same as that of

the photon differential splatting in Figure 7(e–f). From this

comparison, we see that standard photon mapping requires

one order of magnitude more caustic photons to obtain com-

parable RMSE and almost two orders of magnitude to get
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Method RMSE-optimal bandwidth SSIM-optimal bandwidth

SPM (a) n = 200k, RMSE = 0.0370 (b) n = 200k, SSIM = 0.9131

(c) n = 1000k, RMSE = 0.0215 (d) n = 1000k, SSIM = 0.9348

DBPM

(e) n = 45k, RMSE = 0.0364 (f) n = 45k, SSIM = 0.9332

Figure 8: Tests to see how many photons we need to get
quality similar to what we obtain with n = 20k caustic pho-
tons using PDS (Figures 7e–f, k for kilo). Images were ren-
dered at RMSE-optimal bandwidths (left column) and SSIM-
optimal bandwidths (right column) using standard photon
mapping (SPM, a–d) and diffusion-based photon mapping
(DBPM, e–f).

Method RMSE-optimal bandwidth SSIM-optimal bandwidth

SPM

(a) n = 20k, RMSE = 0.0732 (b) n = 20k, SSIM = 0.8569

(c) n = 150k, RMSE = 0.0415 (d) n = 150k, SSIM = 0.8946

(e) n = 900k, RMSE = 0.0212 (f) n = 900k, SSIM = 0.9261

DBPM (g) n = 20k, RMSE = 0.0452 (h) n = 20k, SSIM = 0.9064

(i) n = 65k, RMSE = 0.0330 (j) n = 65k, SSIM = 0.9267

PDS

(k) n = 20k, RMSE = 0.0414 (l) n = 20k, SSIM = 0.9261

Figure 9: The reflection case study, where n is the num-
ber of caustic photons (k for kilo). Images were rendered at
RMSE-optimal bandwidths (left column) and SSIM-optimal
bandwidths (right column) using standard photon map-
ping (SPM), diffusion-based photon mapping (DBPM), and
photon differential splatting (PDS).

SSIM comparable to that of photon differential splatting.

Diffusion-based photon mapping requires only around twice

as many caustic photons. The reflection case study is inves-

tigated in the same manner as the refraction case study. Here

we see a similar trend (Figure 9).

The number of caustic photons that a method needs to

reach a specific quality is one thing. For methods based on

photon mapping, this is important with respect to memory

requirements. The render efficiency of a method, however,

does not necessarily go hand in hand with the number of

caustic photons that it needs. Efficiency is rather a matter of

quality obtainable in equal time. Table 1 is an overview of

render times for the images in Figures 7–9. Red numbers in-

dicate that the bandwidth is RMSE-optimal, blue numbers

Table 1: Render times in seconds for the renderings in Fig-
ures 7–9 using an Intel Core2 Duo 2.4 GHz laptop.

Figure Method Caustic
photons

Bandwidth RMSE SSIM Render
time (s)

7a SPM 20k k = 50 0.0682 0.7184 1.16
7b k = 300 0.0860 0.8821 3.24
8a 200k k = 100 0.0370 0.6900 5.37
8b k = 800 0.0624 0.9131 12.41
8c 1000k k = 240 0.0250 0.8007 23.28
8d k = 1800 0.0479 0.9348 34.81
7c DBPM 20k h = 0.007 0.0418 0.8976 3.67
7d h = 0.011 0.0521 0.9234 6.50
8e 45k h = 0.005 0.0364 0.8930 5.38
8f h = 0.008 0.0418 0.9332 10.34
7e PDS 20k s = 11.0 0.0370 0.9121 1.91
7f s = 16.0 0.0449 0.9348 3.07
9a SPM 20k k = 30 0.0732 0.6260 1.84
9b k = 260 0.1057 0.8569 2.78
9c 150k k = 65 0.0415 0.6692 8.96
9d k = 550 0.0732 0.8946 11.03
9e 900k k = 240 0.0212 0.8211 50.41
9f k = 1200 0.0475 0.9261 56.31
9g DBPM 20k h = 0.0014 0.0452 0.8797 3.78
9h h = 0.0020 0.0573 0.9064 5.44
9i 65k h = 0.0011 0.0330 0.9134 13.08
9j h = 0.0014 0.0400 0.9267 16.52
9k PDS 20k s = 13.5 0.0414 0.9154 4.95
9l s = 23.0 0.0560 0.9261 10.08

indicate that it is SSIM-optimal. Within each case study,

bold-font numbers of the same color indicate that the im-

age quality is nearly the same. The colored bold-font ren-

der times reveal that we consistently get the same quality

faster using photon differential splatting (except perhaps for

the RMSE-optimal rendering in the reflection case, where

diffusion-based photon mapping seems to be competitive).

4.2. Common Scenes

We present equal-time renderings to illustrate that our

method is more efficient and provides improved quality as

compared to standard photon mapping [Jen96] and photon

differential mapping [SFES07]. To get reasonable results

with the latter method, we set a maximum number of pho-

tons to search for in the otherwise range-restricted kd tree

look-up. If this is not done, rendering times become at least

twice as long, and results for this method [SFES07] would

then be inferior to standard photon mapping in most equal-

time comparisons.

To have a fair comparison, all our tests use the CPU only

(except the photon splatting [LP03] in Figure 1, where splat-

ting is done using the GPU rasterization pipeline). However,

the GPU speed-ups described by Jarosz et al. [JNT∗11] can

be applied to our method to make it even faster. This gives

us an advantage compared with diffusion-based photon map-

ping [SOS08] and photon relaxation [SJ09], where speed-

ups based on the rasterization pipeline do not apply.

Figures 1 and 2 contain renderings of the classic gold

ring that generates a cardioid caustic. Reflection from the

gold material is computed using the Fresnel equations with

the complex refractive index of gold [Gla95]. In this scene,

standard photon mapping tends to blur the sharp features,
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n = 1.7 ·105 n = 7.5 ·104 n = 1.6 ·105

RMSE=0.0441, SSIM=0.9399 RMSE=0.0469, SSIM=0.9427 RMSE=0.0437, SSIM=0.9450 Reference (3.85 days)

photon mapping [Jen96] photon differentials [SFES07] our method path tracing [Kaj86]

Figure 10: The cognac glass scene illuminated by a diffuse disk source. The first three images were rendered in equal time
with 30 seconds for the rendering of the caustics. As opposed to these equal-time renderings, the path-traced reference image
(rightmost) includes highlights (light paths LS+E).

whereas these are preserved by photon differentials. The

equal-time renderings were allowed to spend only 3.3 sec-

onds for the rendering of the caustics. With this budget, there

was time to process 5.0 thousand caustic photons using stan-

dard photon mapping, 1.5 thousand using photon differential

mapping, but 5.2 thousand using our method. This improve-

ment in the number of elliptic caustic photons that we can

process in equal time is quite significant. It is due to the

splatting approach (the eye path map is faster to build and

to search) and the faster density estimation (12). The latter

contribution can also be used to improve photon differential

mapping. This reduces the time required to render the caus-

tics in the second column of Figure 2 to 3.0 seconds.

The alternative to Equation 12 is to invert a 3× 3 matrix.

One option is to use the method described by Doué [Dou94].

When using Equation 12, the improvement in total caustic

rendering time varies a lot depending on the scene and the

number of caustic photons n. In an isolated test, we are on

average able to compute the matrix Mp 2.59 million times in

one second using Doué’s method. Using Equation 12, we are

able to compute this matrix 35.1 million times in one second.

This means that we reduce the additional costs incurred by

anisotropic density estimation by a factor 13.6.

Figure 10 is renderings of the cognac glass [Jen01] which

is often used as a test scene for rendering caustics. The ab-

sorption of the cognac is that of a 40% Hennessy cognac

[MS01]. The scene has soft caustics below the foot of the

glass and sharp caustics in the shadow region. It is a more

complex case as it involves multiple reflections and refrac-

tions from the glass and the cognac. Even so, photon differ-

entials still have the ability to capture both the soft and the

sharp illumination features. However, the quality metrics do

not indicate a large improvement of the image as this scene

has some very anisotropic photon footprints which proceed

into parts of the caustic that should have remained dark.

The impact of our more accurate photon emission (2–

3) is very small in terms of overall quality measurements

n = 2.5 ·104 n = 2.1 ·104

RMSE=0.0644, SSIM=0.8360 RMSE=0.0473, SSIM=0.8801

Figure 11: Swimming pool scene rendered in equal time us-
ing photon mapping [Jen96] (top left) and our method (top
right). The bottom row is close-ups of the caustics in the red
squares (left and middle), and the same part from the refer-
ence image is included to the right.

(RMSE and SSIM). The improvement applies to scenes with

an area light source (Figures 1 and 10). Using a more arbi-

trary choice of directions for the initial orthogonal differ-

ential vectors when rendering the gold ring or the cognac

glass, the quality measurements were degraded by only 0.5%

or less. However, we also found that small noise-like pho-

ton differentials appear more often in inappropriate places if

Equations 2 and 3 are not applied.

Figure 11 is renderings of a swimming pool. This type of

scene is a typical test case for more advanced Monte Carlo

methods like bidirectional path tracing and metropolis light

transport [Vea97]. We use a directional light, so it is infea-

sible to render this image using standard path tracing. The
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Figure 12: Dispersion prism experiment inspired by a pho-
tograph [WC83, Plate 1]. Rendered in equal time using pho-
ton mapping [Jen96] (top) and our method (bottom).

Figure 13: Embedded torus rendered using photon differen-
tial splatting with s = 40 and n = 5.55 ·105. This rendering
is included to illustrate that our method also works well for
curved surfaces.

reference image was instead rendered using standard photon

mapping with 10 million photons in the map. As indicated

by the quality measurements, and as we can clearly observe

in the close-ups, our method is particularly well-suited for

this type of scene. The reason is that it neither requires long

paths nor photons with large footprints.

Figure 12 is spectral renderings of Newton’s classical dis-

persion prism experiment. As the prism is placed on a ta-

ble, this case requires a method that handles both soft and

sharp caustic illumination. Compared with a photo of the

experiment [WC83], the caustics on the table should be very

sharp while the caustic on the screen should be very soft.

In the sharp caustic on the table, which runs from the prism

to the screen, the different colors in the dispersion pattern

should be clearly distinguishable. It is nearly infeasible to

render this accurately using standard photon mapping. Even

with millions of caustic photons, we still either get blurred

edges on the table or noise on the screen. Photon differentials

sharpen the caustics on the table, but the extensive smooth-

ing necessary for the soft caustic on the screen still blurs the

dispersion pattern in the sharp caustic on the table.

Figure 13 is a rendering of the embedded torus which ap-

peared as a test scene in the original paper on progressive

photon mapping [HOJ08]. It is included to support the claim

that we can deal with topological bias as in standard pho-

ton mapping (see Section 3.3). For the embedded torus (and

the dispersion prism experiment in Figure 12), we needed

anti-aliasing in our caustics. Supersampling of pixels added

some extra costs as we then needed a denser eye path map.

We used a rather large smoothing parameter s = 40 to render

the embedded torus. Nevertheless, we still capture the sharp

caustics well using only n = 5.55 · 105 photons, and our re-

sult compares well to the result obtained with progressive

photon mapping [HOJ08].

5. Discussion

Density estimation entails bias [Sil86]. This bias is often di-

vided into three categories [Sch03]: proximity bias, bound-

ary bias, and topological bias. Proximity bias is the more

fundamental, as it refers to the effect of using neighboring

path vertices instead of the vertex that the path is currently

at. Our results indicate that use of photon differentials re-

duces this kind of bias, especially around sharp illumina-

tion features. Boundary bias is when the filter kernel pro-

ceeds beyond the boundaries of the geometry. The result

is a darkening toward object edges, as we are dividing by

too large an area compared to what the geometry can sup-

port. To deal with boundary bias in a splatting context, we

must either consider the geometry where the photon is splat-

ted [LP03] or the eye path vertices in the vicinity of each

photon path [HHK∗07]. This is currently not a part of our

implementation. Topological bias is overestimation of the il-

lumination when a photon is incident on a surface which is

not locally planar. In Section 3.3 we suggested ways of deal-

ing with topological bias which are similar to what is possi-

ble in standard photon mapping.

The use of photon differentials has two basic issues. Pho-

ton tracing is more expensive, since there is an overhead in

computing the differentials, and photon footprints may be-

come highly anisotropic such that we get line-like illumi-

nation artifacts. The cognac glass renderings (Figure 10) il-

lustrate both these issues. Looking at a particular region of

the cognac glass caustic, see Figure 14, we can illustrate that

highly anisotropic footprints are an important source of error

when using photon differentials. A simple solution is to trace

more photons. Other than that, we believe that an adaptive

quadrature approach, where photons with too large and/or

too anisotropic footprints are split and retraced, would be a

good candidate to resolve this issue of extreme anisotropy.
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Figure 14: Part of the cognac glass caustic. From top left to
bottom right: our method, path traced reference, difference
image (red is negative error, green is positive error), and
splatting of photons with highly anisotropic footprints only.
The last two images have been scaled by 5. The metric used
to identify highly anisotropic footprints is in Appendix B.

Finally, our splatting approach can be extended to in-

clude motion blur and other temporal aspects by using full

spatio-temporal photon differentials [SFES11]. This means

that we need third positional and directional differential vec-

tors, where the partial derivatives are taken with respect to

time. The formulae behind transfer, reflection, and refrac-

tion of spatio-temporal photon differentials are available in

a technical report [SSE09]. Another extension would be to

include glossy and diffuse reflections by splatting the foot-

prints of path differentials [SW01,FD09]. The footprint size

of a path differential after non-specular reflection is, how-

ever, largely based on heuristics.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a faster and more accurate way to ren-

der caustics using photon differentials. Better accuracy is

obtained by more accurate emission of photon differentials

from arbitrary light sources. A more efficient method is

obtained by a faster transformation to filter space and by

taking a splatting approach. Since our method is based on

splatting, it can easily be accelerated further using rasteri-

zation. In comparison to standard photon mapping, the trac-

ing of photon differentials carries some overhead, and highly

anisotropic footprints sometimes cause rendering artifacts.

In an equal-time comparison, these drawbacks mean that our

method does not greatly improve the caustic illumination in

scenes that require long paths and have highly anisotropic

photon footprints. On the other hand, in scenes that mostly

require short paths, the improvement is significant.

Acknowledgement. Thanks to Anders Wang Kristensen

for the swimming pool scene.

Appendix A: Differential Vectors After First Transfer

In this appendix, we check that Equations 2 and 3 result in

pairwise parallel vectors after the first transfer. Considering

Equations 2, 8, and 9, we have Dθx′ = t′ |Dθ�ω|
|Dux| Dux′. Thus,

the vectors Dux and Dθ�ω are parallel after transfer to the first

surface. To check the other pair of vectors, Dvx and Dφ�ω,

we investigate whether it holds true that Dvx′×Dφx′ = 0.

Inserting Equation 2 in Equation 3 (left and right), we get

two triple vector products which we insert in Equations 8

and 9 (using v and φ subscripts) to get expressions for Dvx′
and Dφx′. Using that �n and �ω are unit vectors and that the

cross product of a vector with itself is 0, we arrive at the

desired result after application of some vector algebra.

Appendix B: Photon Footprint Anisotropy Metric

To measure the anisotropy of a photon footprint, we un-skew

the footprint ellipse and take the ratio of the minor radius to

the major radius. The anisotropy metric is then

ma =

∣∣∣∣Dminxp − Dmaxxp ·Dminxp

|Dmaxxp|2 Dmaxxp

∣∣∣∣ |Dmaxxp|−1 ,

where Dmaxxp and Dminxp refer to the positional differen-

tial vectors of longest and shortest length, respectively. By

design, we have ma ∈ [0,1], and ma = 1 means that the foot-

print is isotropic. We use ma < 0.1 to identify the highly

anisotropic photon footprints rendered in the bottom right

image of Figure 14.
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